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Deployment examples

The following deployment examples below provide a visual illustration of various deployments, including deploying in a

building with single floors and multiple floors. Different facility layouts and interiors may present a variety of

considerations when planning an accurate and effective deployment.

These examples are to be referenced as general guidelines and it's recommended that a Sync Bluetooth Site Survey is

completed. The results of the survey provide a deployment guide for the installation of Sync Bluetooth devices at your

facility.

Single floor: Less than 200 clocks
Deployment guidelines

• Install Bridge off a corridor and ideally in a central location.

• Always install and power-on a Bridge before installing clocks and repeaters

• Start by installing clocks that are located closest to the Bridge and then work outward. A clock should always be first

powered on at its designated installation location.

• If a clock fails to set its time, measure the Bluetooth signal strength at an installation location. This determines if the

location has adequate Bluetooth signal strength, resulting in no coverage gap.

Ideal deployment illustration

Acceptable deployment illustration
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Single floor: More than 250 Sync Bluetooth Clocks and multiple Sync Bluetooth Bridges
Deployment guidelines

• Install Bridges in an outward third of physical space to ensure coverage.

• Do not install multiple Bridges in close proximity to each other.

• Start by installing Sync Bluetooth Clocks that are located closest to the Bridge and then work outward. A clock

should always be first powered on at its designated installation location.

• If a clock fails to set its time, measure the Bluetooth signal strength at an installation location. This determines if the

location has adequate Bluetooth signal strength, resulting in no coverage gap.

Ideal deployment illustration
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Multi-floor: Sync Bluetooth Bridge on each floor
Deployment guidelines

• A single Bridge installed on each floor.

• The single floor general guidelines apply per floor.

• Avoid installing Bridges in a vertical column above each other - stagger the Bridge installation locations across

multiple floors.

• If a clock fails to set its time, measure the Bluetooth signal strength at an installation location. This determines if the

location has adequate Bluetooth signal strength, resulting in no coverage gap.

Ideal deployment illustration
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Coverage gap detected post-installation
If your deployment has resulted in a known coverage gap (devices cannot connect to mesh network), it's recommended

to either install a Bridge, repeater, or clock to resolve the coverage gap or if possible to relocate the device experiencing

a connection issue. Contact your Primex support representative for additional assistance.
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Technical Support

You may require Technical Support when you have questions about product features, system configuration, or

troubleshooting. Support services are delivered in accordance with your organization's support agreement, end-user

license agreements, and warranties, either with a Primex Certified Sales and Service Partner or directly with Primex.

Support through Primex Certified Sales and Service Partners
Ensuring our customers experience excellent service is of utmost importance to Primex. Our network of Certified Sales

and Service Partners offers technical support services for Primex products.

If you have purchased Primex products or have a service agreement with a Primex Partner, they are your primary

contact for all Technical Support inquires.

Primex Technical Support
Make sure you have satisfied the system requirements that are listed in your product documentation. Also, you should

be at the computer or device on which the problem occurred, in case it's necessary to replicate the problem.

When you contact Primex Technical Support, please have the following information available:

• Customer ID/Account Name

• Problem description/error messages

• Device hardware information

• Troubleshooting performed before contacting Primex

• Recent network changes

Primex Technical Support

Monday through Friday from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM CT

Phone: 1-262-729-4860

Email: service@primexinc.com
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